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Introduction
• The primary advantage of zirconia over either silica or

polymeric stationary phases is its extreme chemical and
thermal stability.  Silica-based columns will typically exhibit
short lifetimes if used at pH less than 2 or greater than 8
with inorganic buffers.

• Modified zirconia supports exhibit excellent stability over
the entire pH range of 1-14 and temperatures up to 200oC,
with very high mechanical strength, and high efficiencies.

• Four zirconia based phases are discussed. We
demonstrate the utility of performing HPLC separations at
pH extremes using  these zirconia based columns. These
columns operate based on both ion-exchange and
hydrophobic mechanisms. This offers the analyst more
possibilities in affecting selectivity and retention.
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Zirconia Particles- Chemical Characteristics

• Can be functionalized by coating and cross-linking

• Need to understand mixed mode interactions

• Need to understand Lewis Acid-Base interactions
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Discovery® Zr Phases
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Zirconia Particles- Chemical Characteristics

• Lewis Acid Sites on Zirconia

Zr atom acts as Lewis Acid (e- pair acceptor)

due to empty orbitals.

Lewis Base (eg.phosphate) from mobile phase

interact with Zr surface via ligand exchange.

Cations can undergo ion-exchange with

adsorbed Lewis Base ions.
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Stability of Zr Phases at pH Extremes
Discovery Zr particles do not dissolve at high pH as silica particles do.
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Choosing a Discovery Zr Phase

Method development tools on silica=method development
tools on Zr phases  plus:

• The full power of pH to alter the retention of
acids and bases

• The power of Lewis acid-base interactions to
give unique selectivity over silica for ionic
compounds
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Discovery Zr-PBD

• Polybutadiene-coated zirconia

• Most similar to C18-silica with benefits of high
pH and temperature stability.

• Operates via a reversed-phase mechanism, but
less hydrophobic than C18

• Can use less organic

• pH range from 1 to 13.

• Good for bases, amines

• Thermally stable up to 200oC
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Discovery Zr-PBD Application:Amines

Shorter run time and higher 

efficiency at elevated 

temperatures
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Discovery Zr-CarbonC18

• Porous carbon-clad zirconia particles covalently
modified with octadecyl (C18) groups

• Very different selectivity relative to C18-silica

• pH range from pH 1 to 14

• Exhibits shape selectivity

• Thermally stable up to 200oC
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Discovery Zr-CarbonC18 Applications: Positional
Isomers of a Sulfonamide Drug, pH 10.8

Note high pH and temp
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Discovery Zr-PS
• Porous zirconia particles modified with cross-

linked polystyrene
• Operates via a reversed-phase mechanism
• Can be used with 100% aqueous mobile phases
• pH range from pH 1 to 13
• Used in separating of hydrophobic compounds

and amines, no ion-pairing.
• Thermally stable up to 200oC
• Reduced tailing of basic compounds compared

to silica
• Can run at high pH to neutralize basic analytes
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Discovery Zr-PS Applications: Quaternary Amines

No ion-pairing
needed
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Discovery Zr-Carbon
• Porous carbon clad zirconia particles
• Reversed-phase separation of positional isomers and

diastereomers
• Enhanced retention of polar compounds
• pH range from pH 1 to 14
• Very hydrophobic surface
• Thermally stable up to 200oC
• Very different selectivity than any other RP material

makes it good for orthogonal screening
• Similar to porous graphitic carbon, but with added

ion-exchange interactions
• Highly retentive for fused-ring aromatics
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Discovery Zr-Carbon Applications

Structurally Similar
Compounds
Compared to
Standard C18
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Conclusion

1. Zirconia reversed-phases offer unique retention and
selectivity that are much different than silica.

2. Retention is based on the Lewis Acid/Base concept, in
addition to hydrophobic interactions.

3. Zirconia-based phases can be used at pH and
temperature extremes.

4. Four unique chemistries available.

5. Each chemistry offers unique selectivity and retention
for improved separations.
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